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Social Studies: GRADE 9: American History   

Topic Instructional Aid Access 
Social/Reform 
Movements  

Voices of Reform   (27:15)  
Voices of Reform recounts the reformation period that inspired American 
artisans during the nineteenth century. The program focuses on the romantic 
ideals that stressed sensation and excitement, sentiments that characterized the 
1820s. Interviews with historians discuss Romanticism and Transcendentalism, 
the Temperance Movement, Feminist Movement, and Abolitionist Movement, 
Frederick Douglass, Sojourner Truth, and John Quincy Adams. Examining the 
life and works of William Lloyd Garrison, pioneer abolitionist, and Elizabeth Cady 
Stanton's Declaration of Sentiments, written during the Seneca Falls Convention 
of 1848, this engaging presentation outlines the incredible accomplishments 
made during an era of strong social reform. 
Grade(s) : 9-12       © 2004       Intelecom       This video contains 4 segments 
Romanticism (04:25)     The Crusade against Alcohol (04:31)     Slavery and 
Women's Rights (08:27)     The Feminist Movement (08:09) 

Discovery Streaming 
http://streaming.disco
veryeducation.com/stu
dent_index.cfm 

Transcendentalism The New England Transcendentalists.  
This program explores the evolution of the American Transcendentalist 
Movement in the early  nineteenth century and examines writings of Ralph 
Waldo Emerson, Margaret Fuller, and Henry David Thoreau. Princeton, N.J. : 
Films for the 
Humanities, 1997. 1 videocassette (27 min.) 9-12. 

VT 
810.09 NEW 

Temperance The Dry Crusade. 
This program examines the forces that drove America's temperance movement, 
leading to the ratification of the 18th Amendment to the U.S.Constitution, which 
made it illegal to manufacture  transport or sell alcohol anywhere in the United 
States. A & E Home Video, 1995. 1 videocassette (50 min.) 
 
Democracy & Reform - Jacksonian democracy and the "common man", the 
Second Great Awakening, Temperance, women's suffrage, Seneca Falls and 
the Declaration of Sentiments, institutional reform, utopian movements, abolition 
movement. Schlessinger  Video Productions, 1996.  1 videocassette (35 min.) 

VT 
363.4 DRY 
 
 
 
 
VT 973 DEM    
Safari Montage 
http://econtent.bucksi
u.org/SAFARI/montag
e/login.php?fromlogou
tlink=true&login 
 

Women’s Rights  
 
 
 
 
Utopian Communities 
Education 
Help the underprivileged 
Progressives 

One woman: one vote.  parts 1and II.   
This program documents the struggle which culminated in the passing of 
the 19th Amendment in the U.S. Senate by one vote. Witness the 70-year 
struggle for women's suffrage. Discover why the crusaders faced 
entrenched opposition from men and women who feared the women's vote 
would ignite a social revolution. VHS. PBS Video, 1995.  2 videocassettes (56 
min. each)  
 
See Democracy and Reform above      
Jacksonian democracy and the "common man", the Second Great Awakening, 
Temperance, women's suffrage, Seneca Falls and the Declaration of 
Sentiments, institutional reform, utopian movements, abolition movement. 
Schlessinger  Video Productions, 1996.  1 videocassette (35 min.)        

VT 324.6 ONE 
Safari Montage 
http://econtent.bucksi
u.org/SAFARI/montag
e/login.php?fromlogou
tlink=true&login 
 
 
VT 973 DEM    
Safari Montage 
http://econtent.bucksi
u.org/SAFARI/montag
e/login.php?fromlogou
tlink=true&login 
 

Personalities 
Garrison, 
 Tubman,  
Douglass 

Frederick Douglass.             
Examines the life of this ex-slave, abolitionist  and his role during the Civil War. 
Hosted by Danny Glover. VHS. A&E Home Video, 1996. 1 videocassette (50 
min.) 
 
 
Harriet Tubman   
(1820-1913) Risking capture and death, anti-slavery activist Harriet Tubman led 
more slaves to freedom than anyone else in American history. Born into slavery 
on a Maryland plantation, Tubman was caught trying to escape and savagely 
beaten. Twenty years later, she escaped successfully to the free North, where 
she began her career as a conductor on the Underground Railroad, guiding 
more than 300 blacks to freedom. During the Civil War, Tubman assisted the 
Union army as a nurse, a spy and by leading a series of devastating raids on 
Confederate positions. After the war ended, she built a home for old and 
impoverished blacks in her adopted hometown of Auburn, New York. Part of the 
Black Americans of Achievement DVD Collection that celebrates the most 
influential African Americans in history. 30 minutes 
 
 
The Underground Railroad (32:17) 
 This video contains 15 segments. 
 A New Nation's Double Standard (01:34)     Slavery: The Economic Backbone 
of the South (01:11)     William Lloyd Garrison and Frederick Douglass (01:23)     

VT  B   DOU 
Safari Montage 
http://econtent.bucksi
u.org/SAFARI/montag
e/login.php?fromlogou
tlink=true&login 
 
 
 
 
DVD B TUB 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Discovery Streaming 
http://streaming.disco
veryeducation.com/stu
dent_index.cfm 
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Fugitive Slaves: Nat Turner and Harriet Tubman (03:20)     Early Days of the 
Underground Railroad (03:31)     William Still, The Eastern Line, and Thomas 
Garrett (04:56) 
 
Freedom: A History of US: Fatal Contradiction, A   (25:52)  
A "fatal contradiction" obscures freedom and equality: the nation's slaves. Slave 
trading and plantation brutality spark abolitionism and the Underground 
Railroad. Frederick Douglass and abraham lincoln become heroes.  
Grade(s) : 9-12              © 2002       PBS      This video contains 7 segments 
 

 
 
 
 
Discovery Streaming 
http://streaming.disco
veryeducation.com/stu
dent_index.cfm 

Civil War Era 
Dred Scott decision 
Abolitionist 
State vs. Federal Rights 
10th Amendment 
Secession, Sectionalism, 
Industrial vs. agrarian 
Civil War  

Causes of the Civil War 
 Industrial north, agricultural south and the           Cotton Belt, plantation slavery, 
black resistance  to slavery, Nat Turner's Rebellion, ascent of the  Republican 
party, abolition movement, Underground  Railroad, Missouri Compromise, 
Compromise of 1850,  popular sovereignty, Dred Scott case, Abraham   Lincoln, 
Secession of Southern States.  VHS. Schlessinger Video Productions, 1996. 1 
videocassette (35 min.) 
The American Civil War : Causes and Consequences. 
This program summarizes the background,           important battles, and overall 
significance of this  period. By clarifying the whole event while           sustaining 
emotional intensity, it provides a perfect beginning or conclusion for a unit of          
study. VHS. Video Dialog Inc. New Dimension Media. (24 min.) 
 
Civil War  
The conflict between North and South, and the South's eventual secession, led 
to a rush to arms, pitting countryman against countryman. This program utilizes 
exciting reenactments, artifacts and interviews to explore key battles of the Civil 
War, life on the northern and southern homefronts, and the role of African 
Americans in the war. It concludes with the Emancipation Proclamation, the 
Battle of Gettysburg and the fall of the Confederacy. Part of the multivolume 
United States History Origins to WWII.  Schlessinger Video Productions, 1996. 1 
videocassette (35 min.): 
 
 
Civil War   (15:17)  
This video provides a broad overview of the Civil War. It touches on states 
rights, slavery, and differing economic standards. The presentation documents 
the formation of the Confederate States of America, led by Jefferson Davis. 
Major events of the war, including the battle at Fort Sumter, the Emancipation 
Proclamation, the Gettysburg Address, General Sherman's March to the Sea, 
and, finally, Lee's surrender at Appomattox Courthouse, are documented, along 
with generals Stonewall Jackson, George McClellan, and Ulysses S. Grant. The 
contributions of women, such as Clara Barton, and the assassination of 
President lincoln by John Wilkes Booth are also discussed. Finally, the 
presentation reviews the changes made during the Reconstruction period and 
the addition of the Thirteenth, Fourteenth, and Fifteenth amendments. 
Grade(s) : 3-5, 6-8, 9-12       © 2002    Teacher's Video       This video contains 5 
segments 
 
 
CIVIL WAR JOURNAL SERIES I and II 
 V1. Stonewall Jackson.  Destiny at Fort Sumter.    
 c1993.  (50 min each; 100 min. total).   
 
V. 2. The Monitor vs. The CSS Virginian.   The Gray Ghost:John Singleton 
Mosby.      
1993.  (50 min each; 100 min. total).   
 
 V3.  The 54th Massachusettes.  McClellan's Way.    
 c1993.  (50 min each; 100 min. total).   
 
V4.   Alexander Gardner:War Photographer.   John Brown's War.  
 c1993. (50 min each; 100 min. total).   
 
 V. 5.   The Battle of 1st Bull Run.  Pickett's Charge.   
 (50 min each; 100 min. total).   
 
V. 6. Days of Darkness: The Gettysburg Civilians.  Banners of Glory.    West 
Point Classmates-Civil War Enemies     
(50 min each; 150 min. total).   
 
SERIES II 
Robert E. Lee.  Sherman and the March to the Sea.      
1995. (50 min each; 100 min. total). 
 
General Joshua L. Chamberlain.  Lincoln and Gettysburg. (50 min each; 100 

VT 973.7 CAU 
Safari Montage 
http://econtent.bucksi
u.org/SAFARI/montag
e/login.php?fromlogou
tlink=true&login 
VT 973.7  AME 
 
 
 
 
 
 
VT 973.7 CIV 
Safari Montage 
http://econtent.bucksi
u.org/SAFARI/montag
e/login.php?fromlogou
tlink=true&login 
 
 
 
 
Discovery Streaming 
http://streaming.disco
veryeducation.com/stu
dent_index.cfm 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
VT 973.7 CIV 
Safari Montage 
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u.org/SAFARI/montag
e/login.php?fromlogou
tlink=true&login 
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min. total). 
 
 
Battle of Fredericksburg.  Battlefield Medicine.  (50 min each; 100 min. total). 
 
Frederick Douglas.  Reporting the War.  
(50 min each; 100 min. total). 
 
Battle of Chattanooga.  Women at War.  
(50 min each; 100 min. total). 
 
Nathan Bedford Forrest.  The Battle of Franklin & Nashville. Zouaves!   
 1994. (50 min each; 150 min. total). 
   
The Civil War. Series Produced by Ken Burns and Ric Burns. (In 3 VHS 
Tapes) 
Episode 1: The cause, 1861 (100 min.)  
Episode 2: A very bloody affair, 1862 (70 min.)  
Episode 3: Forever free, 1862 (76 min.)  
Episode 4: Simply murder - 1863 (62 min.)  
Episode 5: The universe of battle - 1863 (95 min.)  
Episode 6: Valley of the shadow of death, 1864 (70 min.)  
Episode 7: Most hallowed ground, 1864 (72 min.)  
Episode 8: War is all hell, 1865 (70 min.)  
The better angels of our nature, 1865 (65 min.) 
 
Battle Cry   (27:15)  
Reveals the diplomatic side of the Civil War and explains how the focus of the 
war shifted from saving the Union to include abolishing slavery. Whether people 
believed the idea was too liberal or not liberal enough, the program describes 
the resistance abraham lincoln faced from slave owners and abolitionists in 
presenting the Emancipation Proclamation and securing adept leadership for the 
army of the Potomac. As the program notes, changing hands from George 
McClellan to Ambrose Burnside to Joe Hooker allowed the South to continually 
win battles under the leadership of Robert E. Lee. A segment on Jefferson 
Davis's draft laws, which resulted in racial and class divisions that caused riots 
and even more unrest in the nation, and an examination of the shift in womens 
roles on the home front and in society shares the social impact of this 
monumental era in United States history.Grade(s) : 6-8, 9-12       © 2004       
Intelecom      This video contains 6 segments 
 
 
Final Stages   (27:15)  
Maps the decisive victories and defeats that brought about the end of the 
American Civil War. This program documents the turning-point battles of 
Vicksburg, Gettysburg, and Chattanooga, and also examines encounters at 
Cemetery Ridge, the siege of Port Hudson, the Battle of Cold Harbor, Missionary 
Ridge, the Battle of Chickamauga, and William T. Shermans Atlanta Campaign 
and March to the Sea. The program spotlights the strategies and personalities of 
important Civil War leaders, including Ulysses S. Grant, Robert E. Lee, William 
Rosencrans, Abraham Lincoln, Jefferson Davis, Pierre Beauregard, and Joseph 
Hooker. Discussing the impact of military campaigns on political life in the North, 
slavery and emancipation in the South, and general Civilian life in both regions, 
the informational presentation references military tactics against the political 
backdrop of the 1860s. Grade(s) : 6-8, 9-12   2004   Intelecom  This video 
contains 7 segments 
   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
VT 973.7 CIV 
Discovery Streaming 
http://streaming.disco
veryeducation.com/stu
dent_index.cfm 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Discovery Streaming 
http://streaming.disco
veryeducation.com/stu
dent_index.cfm 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Discovery Streaming 
http://streaming.disco
veryeducation.com/stu
dent_index.cfm 

Leadership Civil War: Why, Who, What & When    
Students will learn about the causes of the Civil War as well as important figures 
and events of the conflict in this live-action, educational program. The program 
discusses the resources, strategies and technologies used by the Union and the 
Confederacy, and looks at the political and military leaders from both sides. 
V8487 44 minutes 

DVD 973.7 CIV 

Lincoln  Abraham and Mary Lincoln : A House Divided.  
Discusses the lives and relationship of Abraham  Lincoln and Mary Todd 
Lincoln.             Originally produced as three episodes of   American Experience. 
3 videodiscs (120 min. each)      
 
LINCOLN SERIES 
The Making of a President 1860-1862.       
We journey back from the White House to Lincoln's poor backwoods home, and 
visit the roots from which this legend grew. Lincoln's words, and those of the 
people who knew him, are made vivid by exceptional photographs from the 
definite Lincoln archives.  (56 min.) 
 
The Pivotal Year 1863.   

DVD B  LIN   
 
 
 
 
 
 
VT B LIN   
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"The Pivotal Year" reveals how Lincoln faced up to the difficult decisions that 
confronted his presidency during the most crucial year of the Civil War. In calling 
for the abolition of slavery, Lincoln changed forever how America would define 
the meaning of the Phrase "all men are created equal.”  (56 min.) 
 
I Want to Finish this Job, 1864.   
With Ulysses S. Grant now in charge of the Union armies, the bloodiest fighting 
of the war was underway, and the death toll continued to rise. Lincoln's call for 
more soldiers made the president unpopular, and his enemies hatched plans for 
his defeat. Behind the scenes, we get an intimate view of how Lincoln coped 
with the pain of so many casualties. While he was sorely testes by the cruel 
conflicts of war, his compassion never flagged. Above all, he wanted to finish the 
job of preserving the Union.  (56 min.) 
 
Now He Belongs to the Ages  
While the Union army moved closer to final victory, Lincoln's pleas for 
conciliation could not be heard in all quarters. As the war drew to a close, the 
President was secretly marked for assassination. In the chilling conclusion of 
"Lincoln", we see how his enemies plotted their final revenge. The fanatical 
mania of assassin John Wilkes Booth mirrored the collective rage of those who 
thought the President had dishonored their heritage and traditions. The last days 
and hours of Lincoln's life are touchingly captured in "Now he belongs to the 
ages."  (56 min.) 
 

Lessons of the War (a 
house divided falls) 

The American Civil War Causes and Consequences     
This program summarizes the background, important battles, and overall 
significance of this period. By clarifying the whole event while sustaining 
emotional intensity, it provides a perfect beginning or conclusion for a unit of 
study 
 
American History: The Civil War: A Nation Divided   (55:17)  
Explore the social and economic forces that shaped the North's industrial cities 
and the South's plantations. See how the discord between pro-slavery and 
antislavery advocates erupted at Fort Sumter. Retrace the major events of the 
Civil War; and investigate the assassination attempts that Lincoln survived. 
Grade(s) : 9-12  2005     Discovery Channel School    This video contains 13 
segments 

VT 973.7 AME      
 
 
 
 
 
Discovery Streaming 
http://streaming.disco
veryeducation.com/stu
dent_index.cfm 

Key Speeches  
Gettysburg Address 
Emancipation 
Proclamation 
Lincoln’s Second 
Inaugural  

Abraham Lincoln's Great Moments     
CBS explores significant events in the life of Abraham Lincoln by using 
historically accurate reenactments. Hosted by Walter Cronkite, this educational 
program includes two episodes of the Emmy Award-winning You Are There 
series. 
THE EMANCIPATION PROCLAMATION 
Recreates the events of January 1, 1863, starring Jeff Morrow, Denver Pyle, 
Jester Hairston and more. 
THE GETTYSBURG ADDRESS 
Directed by Sidney Lumet and starring Ray Walston, Paul Tripp and Joseph 
Anthony. 
50 minutes 

DVD 973.7 ABR 

Reconstruction/Post 
Reconstruction  
Johnson’s Impeachment  
Political beliefs and 
differences 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Race Relations 
 
 
 
 
Black Codes, Jim Crow 
Laws, Poll Tax, 
Grandfather Clause,  
Literacy test, 13th, 14th and 
15th Amendments, Plessy 
vs. Ferguson   
 
 
 
 

 
What Price Freedom   (27:15)  
What Price Freedom details the difficult decision making process that confronted 
abraham lincoln at the end of the Civil War regarding the Confederate re-
admittance into the Union. The program documents John Wilkes Booths 
assassination of lincoln and the succession of Andrew Johnson, a president who 
wished to readmit the Southern states into the union as quickly and painlessly as 
possible. The presentation analyzes both Johnson's successful restoration of the 
Union and his refusal to reconstruct the Southern infrastructure, which 
eventually lead to his impeachment. This informative look at Reconstruction-era 
America also discusses black empowerment, the civil rights acts, the Thirteenth, 
Fourteenth, and Fifteenth Amendments, poll taxes, Ulysses S. Grant, and the 
financial crises of the 1870s. Grade(s) : 9-12       © 2004       Intelecom       This 
video contains 5 segments 
 
Reconstruction   (25:46)  
After the Civil War, President Johnson attempted to implement President 
lincoln's plans for Reconstruction, but Congress took over the process of 
reconstructing the South. The 13th, 14th, and 15th Amendments to the 
Constitution freed the slaves, gave them citizenship, and guaranteed the right to 
vote regardless of race. Such advances met with opposition from groups such 
as Southern white supremacists, and economic progress in the South was 
undermined by Northern opportunism. Grade(s) : 9-12       © 1996       Discovery 
Channel School       This video contains 10 segments 
 
Reconstruction : the Second Civil War  
The story of the tumultuous years after the Civil           War during which America 

 
Discovery Streaming 
http://streaming.disco
veryeducation.com/stu
dent_index.cfm 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Discovery Streaming 
http://streaming.disco
veryeducation.com/stu
dent_index.cfm 
 
 
 
 
 
 
DVD 973.7 REC 
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Hayes Compromise of 
1877 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Booker T. Washington, 
NAACP, W.E.B. Dubois  
 
 

grappled with how to   rebuild itself, how to successfully bring the South   back 
into the Union and, at the same time, how    former slaves could be brought into 
the life of the   country Episode 1. Revolution / Episode 2. Retreat. WGBH 
Boston. Warner Home Video, 2004. 1 videodisc (ca. 180 min.) 
 
 
Abolition: Broken Promises  
For most African-Americans, the end of slavery did little to improve their lives in 
post-Civil War America. Both Northerners and Southerners refused to accept 
them as equals, and in many cases looked the other way while their rights were 
regularly abused on both sides of the Mason-Dixon line. This program presents 
a grim picture of the black experience after slavery as seen through the eyes of 
those who experienced it firsthand and of their families. Topics include the 
shortcomings of Reconstruction, the establishment of the Ku Klux Klan, the 
failure of the post-war land-distribution act, the deliberately cultivated image of 
black males as criminals and rapists, and the perpetuation of the Jim Crow laws 
well into the 1950s. Original BBC broadcast title: Sold Down the River. (51 
minutes) 
 
Reconstruction and Segregation (1865-1910) -     With the tragic assassination 
of Lincoln, a complete Congressional Reconstruction and the Reconstruction 
Amendments, the United States had entered the political modern era. 
Establishment of the Freedman's Bureau and a ruling Republican party, 
however, coincided with grimmer realities such as the rise of the Ku Klux Klan, a 
racial caste system, black segregation, sharecropping, Jim Crow laws and the 
misguided notion that white and black Americans could be "separate but equal." 
.VHS. Schlessinger Video Productions, 1996.             1 videocassette (35 min.) 
 
Amendment 13: The Abolition of Slavery  
This program examines the legal issues relevant to the 13th Amendment and 
the controversy surrounding its passage. Legal experts explain the basis of the 
debate; historical reenactments of those debates provide viewers with insights 
into its social and economic underpinnings. A Cambridge Educational 
Production. (10 minutes) 
 
Cases In Controversy: The 14th Amendment  
This educational documentary examines Supreme Court cases that have 
shaped the 14th Amendment to the U.S. Constitution, the amendment governing 
equal protection and civil rights in America. Along with interviews with legal 
scholars and professionals and historical reenactments, the program explores 
the original Supreme Court decisions of controversial cases. Covering 14 cases 
from 1873 to 1973, the program examines Strauder v. West Virginia, Plessy v. 
Ferguson, Missouri v. Canada, Shelley v. Kraemer, Sweatt v. Painter, McLaurin 
v. Oklahoma, Brown v. Board of Education, Griswold v. Connecticut, Roe v. 
Wade and more. 54 minutes 
 
Amendments 15 and 24: Rights of Citizens to Vote/Poll Tax  
These programs trace the dramatic history of the Civil War Amendments, their 
impact in the Civil Rights movement of the 20th century, and crucial court 
decisions that have established these amendments as a vital part of the nation’s 
identity. Includes: Amendments 13 (Abolition), 14 (Civil Rights), and 15 
(Prohibiting Discrimination in Voting on Basis of Race). Programs range from 10 
to 12 minutes. A Cambridge Educational Production.  
 
 
Booker T. Washington      
 (1856-1965) Enslaved until after the Civil War, educator Booker T. Washington 
was one of the most influential men in black history. At the age of 16, he walked 
200 miles to enroll at Virginia's Hampton Institute, an industrial school for blacks. 
He graduated and became a teacher, then founded the Tuskegee Normal and 
Industrial Institute, which would become the largest and best-endowed black 
institution. His intelligent and peaceful solutions to racial problems won him the 
support of white society, opening the door to black progress. Part of the Black 
Americans of Achievement Video Collection that celebrates the most influential 
African Americans in history. D6611 30 minutes 
 
W.E.B. DuBois  
(1868-1963) W.E.B. Du Bois, a great scholar and activist, earned a degree from 
Fisk University and a doctorate from Harvard. A teacher and a writer, he 
predicted bitter class divisions in America and promoted the strong concept of 
multiculturalism. Du Bois co-founded the National Association for the 
Advancement of Colored People and worked for the organization until his views 
became too radical for the group. Attracted to communist doctrine, he moved to 
Ghana, denouncing his U.S. citizenship and joining the communist party. He 
committed his life to the advancement of black people in America and around 
the world. Part of the Black Americans of Achievement Video Collection that 
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celebrates the most influential African Americans in history. D6617 30 minutes
  

Reconstruction reforms  
 
 
 
 
 
Political Scandal (Grant 
scandals) 

The 1880's   
Survey of the history of the United States between 1880 & 1890.  Civil War and 
reconstruction, industrial development 1861-1899. VHS. Kaw Valley Films, 
1983.  1 videocassette (32 min.)   
 
 
American Experience: Ulysses S. Grant (DVD) 
Ulysses S. Grant was an American paradox. A failed businessman, he became 
a brilliant military strategist whose destruction of a defiant South gained him the 
label "butcher." Elected president in 1868, Grant lacked the skill to deal with 
reconstruction and the nation's economy. His two terms were rocked by racial 
conflict and corruption scandals. Financially ruined, Grant spent his final days 
battling cancer to finish his war memoirs.  240 Minutes on 1 Disc 
 

VT 973.8 188  
 
 
 
 
 
 
DVD B GRA 
 

Native American  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Conflicts (treaties/broken 
treaties), Massacres 

The People     
To the original Native American inhabitants, the West has been a loan of myth. 
To the European settlers, the West was a "wilderness" to be conquered. Nearly 
100 years before the American Revolution, the Pueblo people of the Southwest 
rose up against their European masters and drove the Spanish from their lands. 
Then, with America's purchase of the Louisiana Territory in 1804, Lewis and 
Clark set off to find the fabled Northwest Passage, as a confident young nation 
prepared for its own epic march across the West.  VHS.1996. The West 1. Ken 
Burns PBS 84 min. 
 
Empire upon the trails  
In the early 1800's, no one knew who would control the seemingly infinite 
spaces of the West. hopeful Americans moved onward toward Manifest Destiny, 
as they determined to make the West--all of it--their own.   
Whitman, Narcissa Prentiss,--1808-1847. Houston, Sam, Oregon National 
Historic Trail. United States--Territorial expansion. VHS. PBS Home Video, 
1996. The West 2 Ken Burns  1 videocassette 84 min. 
  
Death runs riot   
In the 1850's, more American pioneers moved west, bringing with them slavery 
and the sparks that would ignite the Civil War. Tactics that had defeated the 
armies of the South would then begin to be used against the Native Americans 
of the West.  1996. The West 4. Ken Burns PBS 84 min. 
 
 
Fight no more forever  
Documentary on the resistance by Indians and Mormons against the U.S. 
westward movement in the 1870s. Includes the stories of Sitting Bull & the battle 
of the Little Bighorn, Brigham Young, and chief Joseph & the Nez Perce.   
VHS.PBS Home Video, 1996. . The West 6. Ken Burns PBS 85 min. 
 
The geography of hope     
By the 1870s the American conquest of the West was nearly complete. In one 
decade, with Native Americans effectively confined to reservations, some four-
and-a-half million new settlers would arrive to stake their claim to the future. Pap 
singleton, an ex-slave from Tennessee, became the era's "Black Moses," 
leading his people to the free soil into a rugged North Dakota rancher, and 
eventually, president of the United States. And as Americans tried to "tame" the 
West, the nation's greatest showman, Buffalo Bill Cody, offered adoring crowds 
his enthusiastic version of a "Wild West"--heroic, glorious, romantic, and most of 
all, mythic.   1996. The West 7. Ken Burns PBS 84 min. 
 
Ghost Dance  
Examines the Native American mystical movement called Ghost dance, begun 
by a Paiute and to which Plains Indians resorted upon their military defeat. It 
lead to the massacre at Wounded Knee.  1996. The West 8. Ken Burns PBS 58 
min. 
 
One Sky above us   
While many considered the West 'closed' as the turn of the century neared, new 
problems arose with the management of settled lands, with Native Americans 
struggling to maintain traditional lives or to follow the white man's ways, with 
water management, the growth of cities, and more.  1996.  The West 9. Ken 
Burns PBS 62 min.  
 
 
Expansionism  
Territorial expansion, Louisiana Purchase, Lewis & Clark expedition, War of 
1812, Native American resistance, Tecumseh and the Trail of Tears, Manifest 
Destiny, Oregon Trail, Mexican-American War, California Gold Rush. 

 
VT 978 PEO   
Discovery Streaming 
http://streaming.disco
veryeducation.com/stu
dent_index.cfm 
 
 
 
 
 
VT 978 EMP   
Discovery Streaming 
http://streaming.disco
veryeducation.com/stu
dent_index.cfm 
 
 
 
VT 978 DEA    
Discovery Streaming 
http://streaming.disco
veryeducation.com/stu
dent_index.cfm 
 
 
VT 978 FIG 
Discovery Streaming 
http://streaming.disco
veryeducation.com/stu
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VT 978 GEO 
Discovery Streaming 
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veryeducation.com/stu
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VT 978 GHO 
Discovery Streaming 
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veryeducation.com/stu
dent_index.cfm 
 
 
VT 973 ONE 
Discovery Streaming 
http://streaming.disco
veryeducation.com/stu
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VT 973 EXP 
Safari Montage 
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e/login.php?fromlogou
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Schlessinger Video Productions, 1996.  1 videocassette (35 min.)   
 
   
How the West lost    
The history of 19th-Century America is the story of struggles between settlers 
moving west and Native Americans trying to hold on to their ancestral territories. 
The clash between lifestyles and land rights forged a new land and unified an 
American cultrue, but in the process a venerable way of life was destroyed. 
Follow the Cherokee, Dakota, Lakota, and Nez Perc as they fight to keep their 
homelands.  VHS. Discovery; 1996.  1 videocassette 52 min. 
  
In the white man's image    
In 1875, Captain Richard Pratt began an ambitious experiment which involved 
teaching American Indians to read and write English. Drilling them like soldiers, 
his motto was "Kill the Indian and save the man." With the backing of Congress, 
Pratt established the Carlisle School for Indian Students which, continuing into 
the 1930s, became a form of cultural genocide. Native Americans who attended 
the school help tell the story of a humanist experiment gone bad, and its 
consequences for a generation of Indians.  PBS American Experience 1991.  1 
videocassette (58 min.)    
 
Sitting Bull : Chief of the Lakota Nation  
Presents the story of the legendary Lakota Indian Sitting bull who defeated 
General Custer, only to be murdered after his arrest.  VHS.: A&E Home Video, 
1995.   

tlink=true&login 
 
 
VT 973 HOW 
Discovery Streaming 
http://streaming.disco
veryeducation.com/stu
dent_index.cfm 
 
 
 
 
VT 970.004 IN 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
VT B SIT   
Safari Montage 
http://econtent.bucksi
u.org/SAFARI/montag
e/login.php?fromlogou
tlink=true&login 
 
 

Expansions and Treaty of 
Paris 

Expansionism  
Territorial expansion, Louisiana Purchase, Lewis & Clark expedition, War of 
1812, Native American resistance, Tecumseh and the Trail of Tears, Manifest 
Destiny, Oregon Trail, Mexican-American War, California Gold Rush. 
Schlessinger Video Productions, 1996.  1 videocassette (35 min.)   
 

VT 973 EXP 
Safari Montage 
http://econtent.bucksi
u.org/SAFARI/montag
e/login.php?fromlogou
tlink=true&login 

Moving Westward 
 
 
Consequences of Mexican 
War 
 
Land ownership  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Lawlessness  
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 Pioneers 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Relationships, Positive, 
Mistreatment, 
Reservation, 

The Golden Land Part of the Series : The West of the Imagination    
Here is the saga of Manifest Destiny, the banner under which Americans surged 
westward in the mid-19th century. It is the story of the Texas Revolution, the 
Mexican War that doubled the size of the young United States, the gold strikes 
that doubled its wealth, and the pioneer spirit that made the Oregon Trail into 
Main Street. (57 minutes)    
 
U.S. and the World 1865-1917.   
Slaughter of the buffalo and conquest of the American west. The Dawes Act and 
its impact on Native Americans from isolation to empire, the Spanish American 
War, the Filipino insurrection America in the Caribbean and Panama Canal, 
Roosevelt Corollary to the Monroe Doctrine, Dollar diplomacy, intervention in 
Latin America.  VHS. Schlessinger Media, 1996.  1 videocassette 35 min.    
 
Westward Expansion  
Presents a look at America's movement west, highlighting key figures and 
events as well as challenges and conflicts.  American Institute for Education, 
2001.  27 min 
 
Legends of the Wild Wild West. 
Profiles the lives of legendary figures in the history of the American West 
including Wyatt Earp, Jesse James, Sitting Bull, Annie Oakley, Butch Cassidy 
and the Sundance Kid, Calamity Jane, and Billy the Kid.  VHS. American 
Institute for Education, 1999. 1 videocassette (ca. 60 min.)   
 
True stories of the American West  
"Two fascinating programs that tell the true stories of the American West and the 
West greatest outlaw, Billy the Kid"--Publisher.   
 [1] The American West : the true stories -- [2] Billy the Kid & the Lincoln County 
war : the true story White Star, 2003.  2 videodiscs (90 min. each)   
 
Women in American life : 1861-1880  
An overview of women's roles in the development of the United State: Program 
1 1861-1880: Civil war, recovery and westward expansion VHS.: National 
Women's History Project,  1 videocassette 17:14 min.   
 
The Spirit of Crazy Horse   
Series American Indian collection ; pt. 3   
Documentary on the Sioux Indians and their six-generation struggle to reclaim 
their ancestral homeland, the Black Hills of South Dakota. Details a history of 
treachery, betrayal, and shame pitted against the indomitable spirit of the people 
who refused to be exterminated.  VHS.1 videocassette (60 min.) 

 
DVD 331.88 GOL 
 
 
 
 
VT 973.9 USA  
Safari Montage 
http://econtent.bucksi
u.org/SAFARI/montag
e/login.php?fromlogou
tlink=true&login 
 
 
VT 973 WES   
 
 
 
VT 920 LEG   
 
 
 
 
 
DVD 973.8 TRU   
 
 
 
 
 
VT 973.7 WOM   
 
 
 
 
VT 970.004 SPI 
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Crazy Horse: The Last Warrior      
 Format: WMV  Running Time: 45 min 59 sec  Grades: 9 to Adult  
A&E presents this biography of Crazy Horse, the noble warrior who gave 
everything he had in a desperate and futile struggle 
 
 Clash of Cultures on the Great Plains: 1865–1890  
After the Civil War ended, soldiers and settlers began pouring into the vast 
hunting grounds of the Lakota Nation. After fighting to stem the tide, the futility of 
N. DVD-R  $89.95  war against the United States caused the Lakotas to soon 
accept peace. As the intruders continued their extermination of the buffalo—the 
chief source of food for the nomadic Lakotas—they rose again in 1876 under 
Chief Sitting Bull, winning a stunning but short-lived victory over Colonel George 
Custer at Little Bighorn. Forcibly resettled on the small Pine Ridge reservation, 
the Lakotas attempted a final revolt in 1890, which ended tragically in the 
massacre at Wounded Knee Creek. This sensitively wrought program chronicles 
America’s westward expansion and the subsequent destruction of the Lakota 
way of life. (21 minutes) 1991.         
 
 

 
Safari Montage 
http://econtent.bucksi
u.org/SAFARI/montag
e/login.php?fromlogou
tlink=true&login 
 
DVD 978 CLA 
 
 

Industry 
 
Development of sources of 
power (e.g. Steam, Coal, 
Oil, Electric) 

Study Prints: Industry and Social Problems 
 
Industrialization & urbanization, 1870-1910.  Series United States history origins 
to 2000 V. 11   
This era was characterized by the development of the steam engine and railroad 
that served as catalysts for western expansion, economic growth and the 
development of large corporations. Wealthy corporations exploited the nation's 
natural resources and the many European immigrants who worked for them. 
Viewers see how environmental groups responded to these threats and 
developed programs to try to conserve America's natural wonders. Learn how 
the struggle between those who favored unregulated economic growth and 
those demanding a more livable environment became an issue that would divide 
generations to come. 
VHS Schlessinger Video Productions, 1996.   
1 videocassette (35 min.)   

SP 338 IND 
 
 
 
VT 973.1 Ind   
Safari Montage 
http://econtent.bucksi
u.org/SAFARI/montag
e/login.php?fromlogou
tlink=true&login 
 

Influence of Capitalism, 
Adam Smith,   Laissez-
faire; Traditional, 
Command and Market 
Systems; Supply and 
demand 

Capitalism  
This program explores the impact of free enterprise on the 18th, 19th and 20th 
Centuries, as well as its possible role in the future. Students will learn who the 
major authors of capitalism are and how it has helped build up some nations and 
tear others down.   
VHS. Teacher's Video Company. 1 videocassette (30 min.)  
 
Adam Smith and the Wealth of Nations (DVD) 
In 1776, Adam Smith, the great Scottish economist and moral philosopher, 
published his classic work, An Inquiry into the Nature and Causes of the Wealth 
of Nations. This videotape is an introduction to modern economics and the 
importance of free markets.  (19 minutes) The DVD version can be viewed using 
a DVD player or computer DVD-ROM drive. 

VT 320.12 CAP  
Discovery Streaming 
http://streaming.disco
veryeducation.com/stu
dent_index.cfm  
  

 
 
DVD 808.8 ADA 

Sectors of growth and key 
individuals/innovations 
 
Agriculture: 
Improvements/innovations 
(e.g. Deere , McCormick, 
Glidden) 

Thomas A. Edison : Father of Invention     A biography of Thomas A. Edison's 
life describing his innovative inventions. &E Home Video;, 1996. 1 videocassette 
(50 min.) 
 
 The American Industrial Revolution (27:22)  
This video contains 11 segments. 
An Introduction to the American Industrial Revolution (01:12)       Railroads 
(02:44)       Steel Industry (02:08)       Oil Industry (02:51)       Thomas Alva 
Edison (00:44)       Agriculture (03:31)       Mining (01:03) 
In the decades following the Civil War, America was transformed from a rural 
republic to an urban state. Frontiers vanished in the face of westward expansion. 
Floods of immigrants streamed through the great eastern seaports, fueling the 
need for industrial labor. And transcontinental railroad lines linked the country 
together like never before. The film explores the people behind the changes, the 
birth of organized labor, The Homestead Act of 1862, and the birth of the 
environmental movement.Copyright: 1997 
Grades: Gr. 6 - Gr. 12     

VT B  EDI 
 
 
 Discovery Streaming 
http://streaming.disco
veryeducation.com/stu
dent_index.cfm  

Communication:  
Improvements/innovations  

Alexander Graham Bell 
Summary Profiles Alexander Graham Bell, the inventor of the telephone.  His 
drive to help his deaf mother communicate led to one of the most important 
inventions of the 20th century.  
VHS. A&E Home Video, 1 videocassette (50 min.) 
 
American Experience: The Great Transatlantic Cable (DVD) 
This program tells the story behind the laying of the transatlantic cable. The 
physical challenges to laying the cable were enormous. The project would 
require the production of a 2,000 mile long cable that would have to be laid three 
miles beneath the Atlantic. Cyrus Field, an energetic young New Yorker wasn't 

VT B BEL 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
DVD 621.319 
GRE  
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deterred, and since its completion in 1866, nothing has broken his 
communications link with Europe-not storms, earthquakes or war .  
 

Transportation: 
 
Railroads 

America's Railroads  
Train lovers can't resist this diverse collection of fact-filled documentaries, 
spanning history and development of the railroad industry. From construction of 
transcontinental lines to the World War II peak of steam engines and the 
eventual triumph of diesel, thrill to riding the rails across an ever-changing 
American landscape. These nostalgic looks back at a classic way of life are 
introduced by historians Walter P. Gray IV and Don DeNevi. PBS. 360 minutes 
on 3 tapes.  
 
The Iron Road              
Travel back in time to the moment when the dream of trains traveling across 
America became a reality--and witness the hardships endured to make this 
dream come true. 
In the 1860's America was a divided nation. The Civil War tore the country's 
spirit apart and mountains, desert and wild rivers divided the country 
geographically. At a time when the nation desperately needed a symbol of unity, 
Congress authorized the building of a railroad that would make the country one. 
The Union Pacific built from the East. The Central Pacific built from the West. It 
was one of the most extraordinary engineering events the country had ever 
seen. Construction crews built across hundreds of miles of desert, pushed into 
mountains as high as 8,000 feet and crossed one river alone 31 times. The Iron 
Road recounts the six years of harsh labor, searing heat, Indian attacks, and 
frontier lawlessness that railroad men endured in their quest to build America's 
first transcontinental railroad. 60 min on 1 VHS 

3 DVD Set 
DVD 625.1 AME 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
VT 385.0973 IRO 
Safari Montage 
http://econtent.bu
cksiu.org/SAFARI/
montage/login.ph
p?fromlogoutlink
=true&login 

Transcontinental 
Railroad 

Transcontinental Railroad  
Series: American Experience              
American Experience presents an informative documentary on one of the 
greatest engineering feats of the 19th century, the building of the 
transcontinental railroad. Featuring profiles of the projects financiers, visionaries, 
engineers and workers, the program offers an in-depth look into the years of 
planning and grueling work that went into the project. The program also explores 
the many ways in which the railroad transformed America, as immigrants moved 
west and towns sprang up in the previously uncharted territory. 
PBS. 120 min  
 
The grandest enterprise under God . Series Ken Burns. The West 5  
After the Civil War Americans set out with a new energy and optimism to finally 
unite the East and the West. To do this, they embarked on one of the greatest 
technological achievements of the age--building the first transcontinental railroad 
to conquer forbidding mountains, harsh deserts and awesome distances.  VHS.: 
PBS Home Video, 1996. 84 min. 

DVD 385 TRA 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
VT 978 GRA   
Discovery Streaming 
http://streaming.disco
veryeducation.com/stu
dent_index.cfm 

Manufacturing/Heavy 
Industry 
  Bessemer 
  Oil  
 Social Darwinism  
 

The American Industrial Revolution (27:22) (SEE AGRICULTURE ABOVE) 
This video contains 11 segments. 
An Introduction to the American Industrial Revolution (01:12)       Railroads 
(02:44)       Steel Industry (02:08)       Oil Industry (02:51)       Thomas Alva 
Edison (00:44)       Agriculture (03:31)       Mining (01:03) 
In the decades following the Civil War, America was transformed from a rural 
republic to an urban state. Frontiers vanished in the face of westward expansion. 
Floods of immigrants streamed through the great eastern seaports, fueling the 
need for industrial labor. And transcontinental railroad lines linked the country 
together like never before. The film explores the people behind the changes, the 
birth of organized labor, The Homestead Act of 1862, and the birth of the 
environmental movement.Copyright: 1997 
Grades: Gr. 6 - Gr. 12     

Discovery Streaming 
http://streaming.disco
veryeducation.com/stu
dent_index.cfm 

Industrial 
Revolution 

A New Corporate Order   (27:15)  
Investigates the major causes and implications for the Industrial Revolution. Set 
against the backdrop of social change and political dispute, the program 
discusses Thomas Edison, the light bulb, Eli Whitney, the cotton gin, J. P. 
Morgan, John Rockefeller, Andrew Carnegie, the railroad strike, the Knights of 
Labor Union, and the American Federation of Labor. Wrapping up with a look at 
the tremendous transformations in the quality of life for both skilled and unskilled 
workers during the revolution, the informative presentation addresses wage 
disputes, poverty, the creation of the working class, and child labor.Grade(s) : 6-
8, 9-12       © 2004       Intelecom       This video contains 6 segments    The 
Industrial Revolution (03:26)     Industrial Giants (04:31)     Wages & Working 
Conditions (03:22)     Women and Children (02:38)     Labor Organizations 
(04:48)     A Class War (06:36) 

Discovery Streaming 
http://streaming.disco
veryeducation.com/stu
dent_index.cfm 

 
Rockefeller 

The Rockefellers  
Series American experience   
Summary "... With unprecedented access to the family and its archives, The 
Rockefellers explores the paradoxical lives of this fabled dynasty. Using 
revealing home movies, archival footage and photographs, and interviews with 
eight Rockefellers, their colleagues and friends, the film paints a vivid portrait of 

VT 920 ROC   
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four generations of the family."   
PBS Home Video, 2000.  2 videocassettes (210 min.)  

               Carnegie The richest man in the world : Andrew Carnegie.  
Andrew Carnegie's life embodied the American dream: the immigrant who went 
from rags to riches, the self-made man who became a captain of industry, the 
king of steel. He preached the obligation of the wealthy to return their money to 
the societies where they made it -- then added, says Carnegie's biographer, 
Joseph Frazier Wall, "a very revealing sentence. He wrote, 'and besides, it 
provides a refuge from self-questioning.'" VHS. 
PBS Video, 1997. 1 videocassette (120 min.) 
 
Andrew Carnegie: Prince of Steel  
Running Time:  48 minutes   
Grades: 7 to Adult  
A&E presents this biography of Andrew Carnegie. Where else but in 19th-
century America could a poor Scottish immigrant, who gave up school at the age 
of 12, become a man of wealth? This program traces the remarkable rise of the 
man whose name is engraved on libraries, concert halls and universities across 
the United States. Copyright 1995, part of A&E Biography: Entrepreneurs Series  
Chapter 1: Andrew Carnegie Grows Up Poor in Scotland (4 min 26 sec)       
Chapter 2: Andrew Carnegie Moves to America (8 min 16 sec)       
Andrew Carnegie and his family relocated to America; they faced travel for fifty 
days in  
 Chapter 3: Andrew Carnegie Is Shaped by the Civil War (5 min 4 sec)       
Chapter 4: Andrew Carnegie Becomes a Captain of Industry (5 min 38 sec)       
Chapter 5: The Personal Life of Andrew Carnegie (7 min 21 sec)       
Chapter 6: Trouble at Carnegie Mills in Homestead, PA (7 min 17 sec)       
Andrew Carnegie built community facilities for the residents of Homestead, PA; 
Carnegie and his wife had their only child--a girl; he bought Skibo Castle in 
Scotland for his family. (5 min 6 sec)      
Chapter 7: Andrew Carnegie Becomes World's Richest Man and Leaves a 
Philanthropic Legacy (8 min 9 sec)   

VT B CAR   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Safari Montage 
http://econtent.bu
cksiu.org/SAFARI/
montage/login.ph
p?fromlogoutlink
=true&login 

Vanderbilt Vanderbilts: An American Dynasty  
BIOGRAPHY  traces the Vanderbilt family’s stunning story, from the genius of 
the "Commodore" to the custody battle over little Gloria. Discover how Cornelius 
first built a fortune in shipping before turning his attention to railroads. Relive his 
legendary battles with rival John Jay Gould. Trace the scandals that scarred the 
family image, and learn of their enormous contributions to charity that could 
never overcome the doings that dominated the gossip page.  1 DVD(s) / 50 
Minutes  
 

 DVD B  VAN 

Morgan J. Pierpont Morgan: Emperor of Wall Street  
BIOGRAPHY® presents the riveting tale of J. Pierpont Morgan, whose ability to 
get things done his way made him one of the most successful men in the world. / 
50 Minutes  

VT B MOR 

Labor movement 
Mueller vs. Oregon 

 
Freedom: A History of US: Working for Freedom (25:52)  
"Working for Freedom" unveils a new labor movement to advocate for worker 
rights, as industrial progress continues but the rich-poor gap widens. A 
Massachusetts strike gives workers a victory; Susan B. Anthony agitates for 
women's suffrage. Copyright: 2002 Grades: Gr. 9 - Gr. 12This video contains 5 
segments. 
 
A Nation in Turmoil.  
Beginning with the Railroad Strike of 1877, and covering the issues that tore 
apart the very fabric of the "upstart nation," this program explores the World of 
Capital vs. the World of Labor, the victimization of women and children in the 
workplace, and the rise of organized labor, strikes and labor unions. Exciting 
photographs and interviews illuminate important events such as the Populist 
Revolt, the Crash of 1893 and the Election of 1896. VHS/DVD. Schlessinger 
Video  
 
Revolution of a Different Sort   (27:15)  
Analyzes how the onset of the Industrial Revolution affected the social, 
economic, and demographic structure of nineteenth-century American life. 
Addressing significant factors that incited the Revolution, looking especially at 
the Eastern European, Irish, and German immigration boom along with the 
improved use of canals and steam engines, the program discusses impact of the 
Potato Famine, growth of large urban centers, and increased economic 
opportunity. Turning to industry, the program assesses the importance of textile 
mills, entrepreneurships, corporations, and banks to early industrialists, 
investigating what life was like for the women and men working at factories and 
in early labor movements. The presentation demonstrates the importance of 
bolstered communications, especially penny and steam press newspapers and 
the telegraph, which made up the concurrent Technological Revolution. 
Grade(s) : 9-12       © 2004       Intelecom       This video contains 9 segments  

Discovery Streaming 
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.Characteristics of Immigration (05:03)     Improvements in Transportation 
(02:43)     The Technological Revolution: Newspapers and Communication 
(02:11)     The Birth of the Industrial Revolution (03:43)     Early Entrepreneurs 
(02:10)     The Earliest Factory Workers: Women and Immigrants (02:25)     
Labor Conditions (03:36)     Early Labor Movements (02:43)     Assessing the 
Industrial Revolution in America (00:37) 
 

Business and Industry 
Assembly line/Mass 
production 
Sweat shops 
Types of Businesses: Sole 
Proprietorship, 
Partnership, Corporation 

 
The Gilded Age. Just the facts learning series The emergence of modern 
America  
Explores many facets of the gilded age, including industrialization and the 
growth of big business, the urbanization of America, the grueling work conditions 
that many endured, and the influence of Victorian culture on American society.  
VHS.Goldhil Video, 2003.  1 videocassette 30 min.   
 
Henry Ford  
Henry Ford, machinist by trade and resident of Detroit, changed the face of the 
world in which he lived. Single-minded and determined, he not only built a better 
car but built it in a better way by pioneering the use of the assembly line in the 
manufacturing process—and made owning a car part of the American way of 
life. (10 minutes)      
 
American Lifestyle: The Model T Man from Michigan, America: Henry Ford and 
His Horseless Carriage   (24:30)  
As an inventor and industrialist, henry ford "changed our lives forever" with his 
Model T and innovative assembly ideas. This program tells of the complexities of 
ford, the industrialist and private man, as it tours many of the ford homes. The 
program serves as a media supplement to American History, Economics, 
Culture, and Technology and Society units studying the sweeping changes 
Twentieth Century technology brought to our country's economy and the lives of 
individuals.Grade(s) : 6-8, 9-12    © 1986       Aims Multimedia        
 
Henry Ford: Tin Lizzy Tycoon 
From the Model T to the V-8, from backyard mechanic to inventor, this is the 
definitive portrait of one of the most influential men of the 20th century. A&E  50 
min.  
 
From Workshop to Factory  
As industrialization caused the replacement of skilled craftsmen by factory 
laborers, cities around the world had to deal with the effects of increasing 
populations and unfair labor practices. At the same time, dividends of progress 
such as labor-saving machines, affordable luxuries, and leisure time resulted in 
a higher standard of living for many. This program presents the challenges and 
opportunities of urban centers during the boom days of capitalism and the 
emergence of socialist economies, describing the slow and uneven transition 
from exploitation to equity, and from sweatshop survival to upward mobility. (46 
minutes) 1997        
   
 

 
VT 973.8 GIL 
Discovery Streaming 
http://streaming.disco
veryeducation.com/stu
dent_index.cfm 
 
 
 
 
DVD B FOR 
 
 
 
 
Discovery Streaming 
http://streaming.disco
veryeducation.com/stu
dent_index.cfm 
 
 
 
 
 
 
VT B FOR 
 
 
 
 
 
No, DVD-R available  
$89.95 Films for the 
Humanities 

Immigration 
Reasons 
Ethnic Groups  
Reaction (e.g. Nativism) 

 
New York Up Close: Immigration and the Industrial Revolution 
See how immigration and American ingenuity have shaped New York City, New 
York State, and the world.  
Copyright: 2006 Grades: Gr. 6 - Gr. 12  This video contains 13 segments. 
Building the Erie Canal (07:29)     Why Build the Erie Canal? (02:01)     
Construction of the Erie Canal (02:40)     How the Erie Canal Influenced New 
York (02:46)     Coming to America: New York's Immigrants (05:49)     
Immigration Waves (03:45)     Immigrants Face Hard Times (02:03) 
 
 
Immigration & Cultural Change.   
"Old and "new' immigration -- The world of the immigrants -- A new working 
class, the limits of mobility and ethnic diversity -- The Chinese Exclusion Act -- 
New forms of leisure and mass entertainment -- The American Dream.VHS. 
Schlessinger Video Productions, 1996.  1 videocassette (35 min.) 
 
Ellis Island.              
Immigrants of every ethnic background recall their extraordinary adventures; 
historians explore  the sometimes insensitive policies; the Ellis Island Oral 
History Project reveals what the  immigration experience was really like; and 
rare photographs and films tell the stories of the people who passed through its 
doors -- many of whom           would change America forever. Host/Narrator 
Mandy Patinkin. DVD. A&E, 1997. 1 videodisc  150 min. 
 
History of the 20th Century : 1900-1909.   
Using newsreels, documentary films and still photographs, this video documents 

 
Discovery Streaming 
http://streaming.disco
veryeducation.com/stu
dent_index.cfm 
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the major events of the 20th century.  Assassination of President McKinley -- 
Immigrants stream into the Great Melting Pot -- Wild West shows bring the 
untamed frontier to the cities -- First motion pictures -- Construction of the New 
York subway -- Coney Island. VHS. ABC Video Enterprises, Inc., 1990.  1 
videocassette 60 min. 
 
 
 Seeds of change [videorecording]   
 ABC News ; the History Channel ; writer/producer, Mi Ling Tsui ; director, Roger 
Goodman.  (Series: Century. Decades of change)   
Chronicles the evolution of the United States over the course of the twentieth-
century, focusing on daily life during the 1900s, and looking ahead to the 
changes to come.   
 
The Immigrant experience:1900-1940   
Summary The political and economic turmoil of Europe drove millions to leave 
their countries of origin and emigrate to the U.S. where a lady held a welcoming 
lamp "Beside the Golden Door." This...program...tells the dramatic story of the 
transformation of America into a truly multicultural nation, from the teeming 
ethnic neighborhoods of New York to the black migration to northern cities 
during the Great Depression. Also discussed are ugly incidents of racism 
spurred by the terror tactics of the Ku Klux Klan and the World War II fears that 
prompted the forced internment of 120,000 Japanese.   
An ABC News program with Peter Jennings produced in 1999. VHS format. 
Films for the Humanities & Sciences 2000  1 videocassette (29 min.)  
 
 
Immigration: The Triumph of Hope Active Playlist [16 items] :  
 Format:   Running Time:  29 minutes  Grades: 9 to Adult Follow immigration 
from colonial times to the present. Meet Irish, Germans, Chinese, Italians, 
Mexicans, Jews, and Vietnamese-all Americans now-who continue to reflect 
their ethnicity. See how generations of immigrants have changed-and are still 
changing-America. Copyright 1992   
 
Freedom A History of US: Whose Land is This?      
Format: WMV   
Running Time: 26 min 33 sec   
Grades: 5 to Adult  
This live-action episode looks at the increase of racial conflict as immigrants 
became targets of prejudice, and as settlers  
 
Jewish Americans       
Format: WMV   
Running Time: 28 min 24 sec   
Grades: 4 to 10  
  Jews first arrived in America in the 1650s, and thousands followed in three 
large waves over the next 300 years, fleeing discrimination. 
  
Greek Americans      
Format: WMV   
Running Time: 27 min 13 sec   
Grades: 4 to 10  
 During the 19th century, large numbers of Greeks began to immigrate to the 
United States to overcome economic hardship or escape… 
  
Polish Americans      
 Format: WMV   
Running Time: 26 min 11 sec   
Grades: 4 to 10  
 Great numbers of Polish immigrants traveled to America during the time of the 
American Revolution, and hundreds of thousands came. 
 
 Chinese Americans      
Format: WMV   
Running Time: 25 min 42 sec   
Grades: 4 to 10  
  In the 1850s, the first Chinese immigrants came to America by the thousands 
to search for gold in California. They worked in mines 
  
Irish Americans      
Format: WMV   
Running Time: 26 min 7 sec   
Grades: 4 to 10  
Irish Americans began immigrating to America in the early 1800s. Primarily 
Catholics, they were not allowed to own land in Ireland 
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 Japanese Americans      
Format: WMV   
Running Time: 28 min 33 sec   
Grades: 4 to 10  
  In 1868, the Japanese began arriving in America illegally to work on Hawaiian 
pineapple and sugarcane plantations.  
  
 Italian Americans      
  Format: WMV   
Running Time: 27 min 16 sec   
Grades: 4 to 10  
  In 1820, America accepted the first Italian immigrants, many of whom settled in 
New York, Boston, Philadelphia, Chicago and California 
   
Korean Americans      
 Format: WMV   
Running Time: 25 min 23 sec   
Grades: 4 to 10  
 The first Korean migration to America began in the early 1900s, when about 
100 Koreans landed in Hawaii to work on sugarcane plantations. 
  
Statue of Liberty, The      
 Format: WMV   
Running Time: 1 hr 33 sec   
Grades: 7 to Adult  
  David McCullough narrates this exploration into the history and significance of 
perhaps the most recognizable of American symbol… 
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Political Scandal (Grant 
scandals) 

 
 
American Experience: Ulysses S. Grant (DVD) 
Ulysses S. Grant was an American paradox. A failed businessman, he became 
a brilliant military strategist whose destruction of a defiant South gained him the 
label "butcher." Elected president in 1868, Grant lacked the skill to deal with 
reconstruction and the nation's economy. His two terms were rocked by racial 
conflict and corruption scandals. Financially ruined, Grant spent his final days 
battling cancer to finish his war memoirs.  240 Minutes on 1 Disc 
 

VT 973.8 188  
 
 
 
 
 
 
DVD B GRA 
 

   
New York 
 
Party Politics  
Civil Service 
Political Machines 

Boss Tweed and 
Tammany Hall, 
Thomas Nast 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

New York: A Documentary Film: Sunshine and Shadow (1865-1898)  
Running Time:  1 hour 53 minutes   
Grades: 7 to Adult  
This episode turns to the period when greed and wealth fueled an expanding 
metropolis-- even as politics and poverty defined it. The spotlight shined on the 
growth, glamour and grief of New York during America's giddy postwar ''Gilded 
Age.'' Exploring the incomparable wealth of the robber barons and the 
unabashed corruption of political leaders, such as Tammany Hall boss William 
M. Tweed, the episode examines the era when the expansion of wealth and 
poverty -- and the schism between them -- built to a crescendo. The program 
ends as the city itself dramatically expands its boundaries, annexing Brooklyn, 
Queens, the Bronx and Staten Island into a single massive metropolis -- Greater 
New York. Narrated by David Ogden Stiers. Features commentary and 
interviews with historians, politicians, scholars, architects, writers and more. 
Directed by Ric Burns.  
This episode turns to the period when greed and wealth fueled an expanding 
metropolis-- even as politics and poverty defined it.…  
Copyright 1999 
 
BIOGRAPHY: Boss Tweed DVD 
He was the most powerful man in New York City, a kingmaker who doled out 
favors and crushed careers. But his arrogance eventually caught up to him. 
William Marcy Tweed was a big man in every sense of the word: the rotund 
politico exploited his connections and gift for back-room gamesmanship to 
become the head of the Tammany Hall, the Democratic organization that 
controlled New York City for generations. From his first forays into politics to the 
scandals that finally landed him behind bars, BIOGRAPHY® explores the life 
and legacy of Boss Tweed. Interviews with historians and political experts 
illuminate his one-of-a-kind career, while archival material shows how Tweed 
was viewed in his day. And a visit to the recently renovated courthouse which 
helped topple his empire helps reveal the lengths he went to enrich his cronies 
with public funds. 
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1 DVD(s) / 50 Minutes 
 
Study Prints: Classic Political Cartoons 
 
America Grows Up  
CBS explores important events in 19th-century American history by using 
historically accurate reenactments. Hosted by Walter Cronkite, this educational 
program includes two episodes of the Emmy Award-winning You Are There 
series. 
THE GREAT COMSTOCK SILVER STRIKE 
October 29, 1873. Starring Mack Williams and Paul Birch 
THE OVERTHROW OF THE TWEED RINGNovember 7, 1871. Starring Herbert 
Rudley, Roy Engel and Edgar Barrier. 50 minutes 
 
American History: Urban Growth in America (55:22) 
Return to the 1800s for a look at the rise of inventions and industry and how 
they contributed to the rapid growth of cities, such as New York. Meet the 
Progressives, a group of reformers who fought against corporate monopolies 
and for women's voting rights. Finally, investigate the economic reasons why 
highly organized street gangs emerged in the early 1900s.Copyright: 2005 
Grades: Gr. 7 - Gr. 12  This video contains 13 segments.  Inventions and 
Industry (04:11)       The Rise of New York City (03:39)       Politics and 
Progressives (03:21)       The First American Gangsters (35:11)       New York's 
Early Street Gangs (04:05)       Getting Out of the Slums: Immigrants Turning to 
a Life of Crime (03:39)       Black Hand: The Roots of the Italian Mafia (05:52)       
Street Culture: Gang Violence Becomes a Business (02:40)       Movie Gangster 
Genre (05:58)       Gangster Psyche: Using Guns to Earn Respect (01:56)       
Organized Crime: The Mafia Is Born (03:50)       Mafia and Al Capone: The 
Emergence of White Collar Crime (02:15)       Changing the Shape of American 
Organized Crime: Al Capone and Prohibition (04:52) 
 
The Gilded Age.  (Just the facts: The  emergence of modern America.)          
Explores many facets of the gilded age, including  industrialization and the 
growth of big business, the urbanization of America, the grueling work  
conditions that many endured, and the influence of Victorian culture on 
American society.VHS. Goldhil Video, 2003. 1 videocassette (30 min.) 
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Discovery Streaming 
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Political reforms The Progressive Movement 
From the roots of progressivism to settlement houses, muckrakers and city 
bosses, the United States had become a truly modern nation. The American 
people fought the trusts and enacted political reforms that heightened the 
differences between the New Nationalism and the New Freedom. This program 
also follows the Suffrage Movement and introduces progressive educators like 
Booker T. Washington and W.E.B. Du Bois, as well as political fads like the 
Socialists and Wobblies. Part of the United States History Video Collection, a 
comprehensive series that supplements textbooks for the entire American 
history curriculum.  DVD. Schlessinger Media, 2003.  (30 min.)   
 
The Progressive Era   (27:15)  
The Progressive Era documents the progressive era, a period of major reform 
efforts reacting to the changes brought on by industrialization and urbanization 
of the Industrial Revolution. While this program examines the more prominent 
successes of the movement--women’s suffrage, labor reform, prohibition, and 
monopoly reform--it also discusses the groups for which the era brought little 
change, including African Americans, immigrants, and women's social status. 
The program also highlights Jane Addams and the Hull House and explains 
social theories behind United States immigration, touching on Anglo Saxon 
conformity, cultural pluralism, and the melting pot theories.Grade(s) : 9-12   2004   
Intelecom       This video contains 9 segments. Defining the Progressive 
Movement (02:51)     The Status of Women (05:29)     Progressive Era Social 
Controls (01:40)     Women and the Right to Vote (03:06)     Special Interest 
Groups (02:11)     The Status of African Americans (02:03)     Prohibition and 
Temperance Movements (01:36)     The Pressures of Immigration and Social 
Theories (02:12)     Corporation and Labor Reform (04:07) 
 
America in the 20th Century: The Progressive Era (20:00) This video contains 
12 segments. 
The Birth of the Progressive Era (00:52)       Early Voices of Reform (03:53)       
The Populists (02:48)       The Socialists (01:05)       Progressives' Programs 
(05:35)       Suffrage (02:49)       Progressivism at the National Level (10:46) 
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Progressive Political 
Reform 
 
 
 
Initiative Referendum 
Recall 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
17th Amendment 
 
 
Australian ballot (secret 
ballot) 

See Progressive Movement above 
Part of the United States History Video Collection, a comprehensive series that 
supplements textbooks for the entire American history curriculum.  DVD. 
Schlessinger Media, 2003.  (30 min.)   
 
 
The Progressive Era     (Just the facts: The  emergence of modern America ) 
 Explores the history and culture of the U.S.   during the early 20th century, 
when reforms changed   the political system and attempted to remedy the  social 
and economic inequities arising from  industrialization and urbanization.            
VHS. . Goldhil Home Media International ;     2003. 1 videocassette (30 min.) :   
 
 
Progressives, Populists, and Reform in America,  1890-1917)  
Conservatives, liberals, moderates, and radicals agreed that something was 
wrong with America’s economic, social, and political scene. But the observers of 
this scene differed in their proposals for improving the situation. 
Many of the reforms of the 1930s as well as those of more recent times, found 
their origins in the progressive decades around the turn of the century. By 
showing the similarities between current efforts to effect change and those of the 
past, and by discussing reform techniques—how certain techniques are tried 
and succeed, while others fail—Progressive, Populists, and Reform in America 
(1890-1917) will help make the era relevant to students’ experience. VHS. Mr. 
Kisco, NY : Guidance Assoc., 1981. 1 videocassette 32 min. 
 
 
Amendment 17: Elections of U.S. Senators   
The U.S. Constitution is the world’s oldest written charter of government in 
continuous effect. Much of the success of this document can be attributed to the 
way the Constitution has changed to meet the needs of the American people. 
The framers of the Constitution wisely anticipated the need to make changes to 
the Constitution as the world itself changed. Between 1787, when the 
Constitution was written, and the present time, thousands of proposed 
amendments have been introduced in Congress. But in that time, only 27 of 
those proposed amendments have been ratified. These 27 amendments tell 
some of the most important stories in American political, social, and cultural 
history. They tell the story of the founding principles of the American nation, and 
how that nation has changed. This comprehensive series explores each 
amendment, its origins, its real-world applications, its history of interpretation in 
the nation’s courts, and its implications for the future. Combining computer 
graphics, original live-action video, historical artwork, and archival footage with 
narration and interviews, each program reveals an important chapter in the 
ongoing history of the U.S. Constitution. A Cambridge Educational Production. 

DVD 973.1 PRO 
Safari Montage 
http://econtent.bucksi
u.org/SAFARI/montag
e/login.php?fromlogou
tlink=true&login 
Discovery Streaming 
http://streaming.disco
veryeducation.com/stu
dent_index.cfm 
VT 973.91 PRO 
 
 
 
VT 973 PRO 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
DVD 342.73 ELE 

Democratic Party 1896 
Political Parties 
Populists 
Bull Moose/Progressive  
Know Nothings 
Formation of the 
Republican Party 
Campaigns/Elections  
Campaign tactics (eg: 
”waving the bloody shirt”) 
Election of 1860, 1876, 
1896, 1912, 1916, 1920 
Effect of party splitting 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Just the Facts Learning Series: The Election Process in America (49:05) This 
video contains 16 segments. 
     Introduction (02:31)     Glossary of Terms (04:54)     Exercising the Right to 
Vote (03:06)     The Importance of Voting and History of the Founding Fathers 
(03:06)     Elections at State and Local Levels (03:11)     Structure of State 
Governments (03:39)     Voters in the Thirteen Colonies (02:26)     The First 
National Elections (02:49)     The Franchise for Black Men (03:06)     Obstacles 
to Voting (03:23)     The Seventeenth Amendment and Progressivism (02:02)     
Women's Suffrage (03:02)     The Right to Vote for All (01:00)     The Electoral 
College (02:53)     Your Vote Matters (04:15)     Getting Involved in Your 
Government (02:39) 
 
History in Focus: 1910-1919   (30:41)  
"History in Focus" examines the formative events of a decade in the 20th 
century using many forms of media: archival photographs and moving images, 
radio and television broadcasts, print, and newsreels. History comes alive as 
figures from the worlds of politics, entertainment, sports, science, and 
technology come to life. This video includes William Howard Taft, Theodore 
Roosevelt and the “Bull Moose” party, Woodrow Wilson, child labor laws, the 
sinking of the Lusitania, America in World War I, henry ford and Thomas Edison, 
Atlantic City, Fenway Park, and the National Park Service. 
Grade(s) : 6-8      © 1998       United Learning       This video contains 8 
segments 
 
Political Stalemate   (27:15)  
Assesses the issues and problems that ended the political deadlock between 
Republicans and Democrats in the years following the Civil War and 
Reconstruction. The program stresses the importance of civil service reform and 
big business regulation in the 1880s and 1890s and notes how the 
administrations of Rutherford B. Hayes, James Garfield, Grover Cleveland, and 
William Henry Harrison attempted to control the American economy with such 
initiatives as the Interstate Commerce Act and the Pendleton Act. Historians 
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Protective Legislation 
Civil Service 
Tariffs 
Social Legislation 
Consumer Legislation 

examine the growing divide between the two established political parties and 
chronicle how American industrialization and the threat of inflation created the 
Populist Party. A look at the election of 1896 and the incendiary speeches of 
William Jennings Bryan illustrates the fight against the gold standard and reveals 
how William McKinley became the new voice for Republicans. 
Grade(s) : 9-12    © 2004   Intelecom       This video contains 7 segments 
 
Warrior to Priest: Presidents of the Early 1900s   (27:15)  
This video series profiles three American presidents of the early twentieth 
century--Theodore Roosevelt, William Howard Taft, and Woodrow Wilson--
detailing their foreign and domestic policies and key ELECTIONS in between. 
Beginning with the assassination of President McKinley in 1901, the program 
tracks the rise of Theodore Roosevelt, from his changing relationship with trusts 
and monopolies to his firm devotion to conservation and environmental issues. 
The program also discusses key figures and events, including J. P. Morgan, 
Gifford Pinchot, John Muir, Senator Robert La Follette, the Sierra Club, the Food 
& Drug Administration, the Panic of 1907, the origins of the Federal Reserve 
System. The program then examines the progressive reform and racial attitudes 
that defined the presidency of Woodrow Wilson. The Panama Canal, Colombia, 
and U.S. presence in Latin America is compared with America's growing anti-
imperialism attitude.Grade(s) : 9-12 2004 This video contains 10 segments 
 
Discovering History: 20th-Century Biographies: American Presidents Volume 1 
(24:04) This video contains 20 segments. 
Theodore Roosevelt (05:13)     Introduction (01:13)     Theodore Roosevelt: One 
of the Great Presidents in U.S. History (03:17)     Theodore Roosevelt: A 
Lifetime of Achievements (00:42)     William Howard Taft (04:49)     Introduction 
(01:11)     William Howard Taft: 27th President and Chief Justice of the Supreme 
Court (02:58)     William Howard Taft: A Lifetime of Achievements (00:39)     
Woodrow Wilson (04:12)     Introduction (00:47)     Woodrow Wilson: Scholar, 
Reformer, and Father of the United Nations (02:35)     Woodrow Wilson: A 
Lifetime of Accomplishments (00:49)     Warren G. Harding (04:43)     
Introduction (00:55)     Warren Gamaliel Harding: A Term of Corruption and 
Scandal (02:54)     Warren G. Harding: A Lifetime of Achievements (00:53)     
Calvin Coolidge (04:38)     Introduction (00:48)     Calvin Coolidge: Honesty, 
Prosperity, and the Roaring Twenties (03:05)     Calvin Coolidge: A Lifetime of 
Achievements (00:44) 
 
A Nation in Turmoil. (ABOVE) 
Beginning with the Railroad Strike of 1877, and covering the issues that tore 
apart the very fabric of the "upstart nation," this program explores the World of 
Capital vs. the World of Labor, the victimization of women and children in the 
workplace, and the rise of organized labor, strikes and labor unions. Exciting 
photographs and interviews illuminate important events such as the Populist 
Revolt, the Crash of 1893 and the Election of 1896. VHS/DVD. Schlessinger 
Video  
 
American Experience: America 1900  
America 1900 presents a comprehensive picture of what life was like in the 
United States at the turn of the century. Both the program and the Web site offer 
compelling images, information, and documents about American life. Students 
will be able to grasp historical concepts and issues through the stories of 
ordinary people across the country. Diverse voices and faces will help expand 
students' knowledge and understanding of the time period and how it relates to 
our lives today. The program also explores key themes such as the impact of 
technology, the rise of racism, immigration and the search for a national identity, 
and the rise of America as a world power  
 
Brave New Age 
This program uses archival film footage to chronicle America's rush into the 
"modern age" of the early 20th century. In 1903, President Teddy Roosevelt 
sends U.S. gunboats to assist the Panamanians in gaining independence from 
Colombia -- and U.S. control of the Isthmus of Panama. Roosevelt also helps 
settle the Russo-Japanese War. Henry Ford introduces his Model T -- one of 
several machines and manufacturing processes to revolutionize the way of life 
for many Americans; Carrie Nation crusades for prohibition; San Francisco is 
shaken by a massive earthquake. People displaced by the 'quake move to 
Southern California, a migration pattern that includes farmers moving to cities for 
factory jobs, and waves of immigrants from eastern and southern Europe. Labor 
unrest becomes a characteristic pattern. Vibrant media support for American 
History units on the major issues and events of the first decades of the 20th 
century, including geographic and technological influences on economic, social 
and cultural developments in society, as well as U.S. foreign policy and its 
consequences in domestic, political, and cultural arenas. This video contains 7 
segments. Opposing Contrasts Of American Life (01:57)     D.W. Griffith (05:52)     
Immigrants From Europe (02:40)     American Urban Life (03:44)     Theodore 
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Roosevelt (02:35)     The New Age (02:35)     Movies: The Story Of America 
(03:41) Gr. 6-8 
 
American Experience:  TR: the Story of Theodore Roosevelt, parts 1, 2, 3, 4       
He personified America at the turn of the last century--confident, exuberant, 
involving-but suffered from hidden demons. He was Teddy Roosevelt, or TR, 
heroic figure of boundless energy and bleak emotions. Family letters and diaries, 
authentic film footage and interviews with family members and others profile an 
ambitious man: fearless in combat, loving and generous with family, and 
unafraid to take on powerful financial interests.   (225 minutes) 
 

 
 
 
VT B ROO 
 

Reformers : T. Roosevelt, 
Wilson, Sinclair,  Gompers, 
DuBois, Riis 

See TR above 
 
Woodrow Wilson: Reluctant Warrior  
He revolutionized American foreign affairs with his strong leadership in World 
War I, but his domestic policies made him one of the most controversial 
presidents of the century. DVD 50 min.  
 
American Experience: Woodrow Wilson  
A gifted orator, Woodrow Wilson was supremely confident before crowds, yet 
uneasy in small groups. An intellectual with inflexible moral principles, he led 
America into World War I, threatening all that he cherished. This miniseries 
recalls the transformation of a history professor into one of America's greatest 
presidents, brought down by his stubborn search for peace and an 
incapacitating stroke.  
 
 
American Experience: New York: A Documentary Film by Ric Burns 8PK DVD 
Episode 4: “The Power and the People” 
Jacob Riis drew needed attention to the plight of the poor in New York in a 
landmark book. New York's transformation into a great metropolis was 
accomplished by the 1898 annexation of Brooklyn, parts of Queens, the Bronx, 
and Staten Island. As the 20th century dawned, more immigrants from new 
homelands arrived. 
 
See The Progressive Movement above 
Part of the United States History Video Collection, a comprehensive series that 
supplements textbooks for the entire American history curriculum.  DVD. 
Schlessinger Media, 2003.  (30 min.)   
 
 
The Progressive Era  
During the presidencies of Teddy Roosevelt, William Howard Taft, and Woodrow 
Wilson, America was witness to so many political, corporate, and social reforms 
that the period came to be known as the Progressive Era. This program provides 
an excellent overview of the times, underscoring the importance of women’s 
suffrage, the Square Deal, the temperance movement, and other signal 
initiatives. In addition, many of the era’s movers and shakers are spotlighted, 
including Upton Sinclair, Eugene Debs, Jane Addams, Jacob Riis, Ida Tarbell, 
and “Battling Bob” LaFollette. (31 minutes) 
 
 
 
The Jungle 
This Discovery program looks at what led Upton Sinclair into this turn-of-the-
century urban "jungle" -- an expose of Chicago's meatpacking industry -- and 
how his book prompted Congress to pass the first food-safety laws. 60 minutes  
 
 

VT B ROO 
 
 
DVD B WIL 
 
 
 
 
DVD B WIL 
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DVD 973.1 PRO 
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DVD 813 JUN 
Discovery Streaming 
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dent_index.cfm 
 

Owners vs. workers Organizing America: The History of Trade Unions  
Organizing America incorporates interviews, personal accounts, and archival 
footage to tell a compelling story about the struggles and triumphs of American 
workers. Broadly tracing American labor history from the formation of the first 
"friendly societies" in the 18th century to the challenges posed by new 
technologies in the 1980s and 90s, it explores the unique combination of 
individualism and cooperation that characterizes the American workplace. 
Historical context provides viewers with a fresh perspective on important issues. 
Interviews with veterans of labor struggles yield fascinating personal insights into 
the saga of organized labor and its sometimes violent origins. The commentary 
of labor historians as well as union, business, and government officials helps to 
identify and explain significant events and influences that have changed the 
workplace over the last 200 years. In exploring the history of trade unions, the 
viewer encounters a series of important developments that have shaped 
American society as a whole: wars, the industrial revolution, immigration, 
unemployment, Marxism and class conflict, women in the workplace, the 
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Depression and the New Deal, crime and corruption, civil rights, and the 
emergence of high technology. A Cambridge Educational Production. One 40-
minute video.  
 

Women’s Movement  
Seneca Falls 
Suffragettes   
Susan B. Anthony, 
Elizabeth Cady Stanton 

American Experience: One Woman, One Vote  
How could America call itself the world's greatest democracy, but continue to 
deny the right to vote to more than half of its citizens? This program documents 
the struggle which culminated in the passing of the 19th Amendment in the U.S. 
Senate by one vote. Witness the 70-year struggle for women's suffrage. 
Discover why the crusaders faced entrenched opposition from men and women 
who feared the women's vote would ignite a social revolution. 106 minutes 
 
The Story of Elizabeth Cady Stanton and Susan B. Anthony : Not for Ourselves 
Alone. Parts 1  and 2       Not for Ourselves Alone tells the dramatic, little-known 
story of one of the most compelling friendships in American history. Elizabeth 
Cady Stanton and Susan B. Anthony were born into a world ruled entirely by 
men. By the time their lives were over, they had changed for the better the lives 
of a majority of American citizens. Their personal relationship was often 
turbulent but they never wavered in their shared belief that equality was the 
birthright of every woman, and for more than half a century led the fight to make 
that dream a reality. With superb live cinematography, compelling interviews, 
and historical photographs never before seen on screen, this powerful film 
provides an unforgettable dual portrait of two great Americans who improved the 
lives of women everywhere. 1999. 2 videocassettes (210 min.) 
     
National Politics: Harding, Coolidge, Hoover and Al Smith   (28:13)  
This series of 16 interactive video programs teaches junior high and high school 
students basic facts about U.S. and world leaders of the first half of the 20th 
Century. The presidential campaign and 1921 inauguration of Warren G. 
Harding, his term in office which was marred by corruption and the Teapot Dome 
scandal and ended early with his death in 1923; the crusade of suffragettes for 
women's right to vote, leading to ratification of the 19th Amendment in 1920; 
reticent Vice President Calvin Coolidge's presidency after the death of Harding; 
Herbert Hoover's relief efforts during World War I and presidency at the start of 
the Great Depression; "The Happy Warrior" Al Smith, his humble beginnings and 
unsuccessful bid for the presidency in 1928. Grade(s) : 6-8              © 1996       
Aims Multimedia    This video contains 14 segments A History Pre-Test (01:42)     
Answers to Pre-Test (01:11)     Round One: Warren G. Harding (06:01)     
Answers to Round One and Bonus Question (00:48)     Round Two: Calvin 
Coolidge (03:39)     Answers to Round Two and Bonus Question (00:57)     
Round Three: Herbert Hoover (04:17)     Answers to Round Three and Bonus 
Question (00:39)     Round Four: Al Smith (04:14)     Answers to Round Four and 
Bonus Question (00:43)     Super Bonus Question (00:17)     Answers to Bonus 
Questions (00:55)     A History Post-Test (00:51)     Answers to Post-Test 
(00:45) 
 
Freedom: A History of US: Working for Freedom (25:52)  
"Working for Freedom" unveils a new labor movement to advocate for worker 
rights, as industrial progress continues but the rich-poor gap widens. A 
Massachusetts strike gives workers a victory; Susan B. Anthony agitates for 
women's suffrage. Copyright: 2002 Grades: Gr. 9 - Gr. 12This video contains 5 
segments. 
Speaking Out (04:07)       Introduction (02:30)       Finally a Statesman (04:26)       
Hard Times (03:18)       Are You a Citizen If You Can't Vote? (04:46) 
 
America's Multicultural Heroes: Susan B. Anthony Tells Her Own Story (24:10) 
Introduces students to the life and thoughts of Susan B. Anthony, portrays her 
life and friendship with Elizabeth Cady Stanton, and reminds viewers about the 
importance of freedom and equality for all people. 
Copyright: 1992 Grades: Gr. 4 - Gr. 9  This video contains 8 segments.  
Introduction (01:37)     On Trial (02:21)     Susan's Ideals & Family (03:59)     
Elizabeth Cady Stanton (03:19)     Those for and Against Women's Rights 
(04:21)     Involvement in the Abolitionist Movement (01:12)     The Press (03:18)   
Conclusion (02:16)   
 
Susan B. Anthony  
Running Time:  29 minutes   
Grades: 7 to Adult  
1820 - 1906) A schoolteacher by profession, Susan B. Anthony is remembered 
as one of America's pioneering feminists. She refused to rest until the voices of 
all women could be heard. Described as impatient and demanding, she was 
willing to go to jail for her beliefs. She fought against slavery and became a 
leading crusader for women's suffrage and civil rights. Part of the American 
Women of Achievement Video Collection, paying tribute to the lives and 
accomplishments of American women, past and present.  
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Imperialism 
 
 
 
 
Anarchists, Prosperity, 
Latin American 
Interventions   

Colonialism & Imperialism 
Nations have colonized less developed lands to reap profits and build stronger 
empires. Powerful nations not only took advantage of valuable resources, they 
often infiltrated foreign populations. This program looks at several key examples.   
Publisher Scottsdale, AZ : Teacher's Video Company, 2001.  1 videocassette  
(30 min.)   
 
America Becomes a World Power  
While Progressive leaders showed their distrust of power in their dealings with 
large corporations at home, they still grasped the growing need for an 
aggressive national stance in world relations. This program covers the opening 
of Japan, the acquisition of Alaska and Hawaii, the Open Door Policy in China, 
the Spanish-American War, and the Boxer Rebellion. The doctrinal struggle 
between Expansionists and Anti-Imperialists is also discussed. Correlates to 
standards from the National Council for the Social Studies. (32 minutes) 2003 
Part of the Series : America in the 20th Century    
 
Imperial Ambition   (27:15)  
Uses informative interviews and forums with well-recognized scholars to profile 
America's growing global presence during the era of the Spanish-American War. 
The documentary begins with a look at the widely influential British empire and 
the effects of increased intercontinental transportation, noting America's 
involvement in the colonization of and conflicts in China, Cuba, the Philippines, 
and Hawaii, and profiles the contributions of Grover Cleveland, Joseph Pulitzer, 
and Theodore Roosevelt. Grade(s) : 6-8, 9-12       © 2004       Intelecom       This 
video contains 6 segments 
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Spanish-American War 
 
 
 
Consequences of Spanish 
American War 

Spanish American War, The      
 Format: WMV  Running Time: 1 hr 34 min 14 sec  Grades: 8 to Adult  
 The History Channel offers a unique look at the Spanish-American War and the 
newspapers that often published erroneous accounts 
 
 
 
Crucible of Empire : The Spanish-American  War.   
Crucible of Empire tells the story of the war from all perspectives, not just the 
American side. With images of Cuban and Filipino battles sites, and words of 
Filipino rebel leader Emilio Aguinaldo, the program brings to light this significant 
but often overlooked war.  PBS Video, 2000.  1 videocassette (120 min.) 
 
   
The splendid little war  
Summary Uses archival footage of actual Spanish-American War events, 
showing the first war captured on film.  Belle Grove Publishing, 1992.  1 
videocassette (55 min.)   
 
American History: Battling Beyond U.S. Borders   (56:00)  
Witness how a small group of Texan defenders bravely fought against the 
Mexican army at the Alamo. Explore the sinking of the U.S.S. Maine and 
America’s role as a colonial power following the Spanish-American War. then 
meet a contemporary Mexican family struggling to find the American dream. 
Grade(s) : 9-12    © 2005   Discovery Channel School        
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Open Door Policy See America Becomes a World Power above 
While Progressive leaders showed their distrust of power in their dealings with 
large corporations at home, they still grasped the growing need for an 
aggressive national stance in world relations 

DVD 973 AME 
Discovery Streaming 
http://streaming.disco
veryeducation.com/stu
dent_index.cfm 
 

Panama Canal Americans Build the Panama Canal  
Once the United States had spread "from sea to shining sea," the need to move 
warships from coast to coast became a serious concern, as demonstrated by the 
Spanish-American War. This program provides a detailed study, complete with 
geographic perspectives, on the failed French attempt to build a canal in 
Panama, the American acquisition of the Canal Zone in 1903, and the 
construction of the canal itself. At a cost of 25,000 lives—lost to the dangers of 
tropical diseases and heavy construction—the 50-mile canal, with its ingenious 
system of locks, began operation in 1913. Today thousands of ships every year 
are saved the expense and dangers of the trip around the tip of South 
America—three times longer than taking this Central American shortcut. (21 
minutes) 1991 
 
Panama Canal: The Brave Who Built the Impossible      
  Format: WMV  Running Time: 53 min 51 sec  Grades: 7 to 12  
The Panama Canal is considered one of the wonders of the modern world. It 
ranks among the greatest engineering achievements. 
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tlink=true&login 
 

McKinley, George Dewey, 
Rough Riders. Roosevelt  

Warrior to Priest: Presidents of the Early 1900s   (27:15)  above 
This video series profiles three American presidents of the early twentieth 
century--Theodore Roosevelt, William Howard Taft, and Woodrow Wilson--
detailing their foreign and domestic policies and key ELECTIONS in between. 
Beginning with the assassination of President McKinley in 1901, the program 
tracks the rise of Theodore Roosevelt, from his changing relationship with trusts 
and monopolies to his firm devotion to conservation and environmental issues. 
The program also discusses key figures and events, including J. P. Morgan, 
Gifford Pinchot, John Muir, Senator Robert La Follette, the Sierra Club, the Food 
& Drug Administration, the Panic of 1907, the origins of the Federal Reserve 
System. The program then examines the progressive reform and racial attitudes 
that defined the presidency of Woodrow Wilson. The Panama Canal, Colombia, 
and U.S. presence in Latin America is compared with America's growing anti-
imperialism attitude.Grade(s) : 9-12 2004 This video contains 10 segments 
 
Discovering History: 20th-Century Biographies: American Presidents Volume 1 
above (24:04) This video contains 20 segments. 
Theodore Roosevelt (05:13)     Introduction (01:13)     Theodore Roosevelt: One 
of the Great Presidents in U.S. History (03:17)     Theodore Roosevelt: A 
Lifetime of Achievements (00:42)     William Howard Taft (04:49)     Introduction 
(01:11)     William Howard Taft: 27th President and Chief Justice of the Supreme 
Court (02:58)     William Howard Taft: A Lifetime of Achievements (00:39)     
Woodrow Wilson (04:12)     Introduction (00:47)     Woodrow Wilson: Scholar, 
Reformer, and Father of the United Nations (02:35)     Woodrow Wilson: A 
Lifetime of Accomplishments (00:49)     Warren G. Harding (04:43)     
Introduction (00:55)     Warren Gamaliel Harding: A Term of Corruption and 
Scandal (02:54)     Warren G. Harding: A Lifetime of Achievements (00:53)     
Calvin Coolidge (04:38)     Introduction (00:48)     Calvin Coolidge: Honesty, 
Prosperity, and the Roaring Twenties (03:05)     Calvin Coolidge: A Lifetime of 
Achievements (00:44) 
 
Teddy Roosevelt: An American Lion DVD set 
Richard Dreyfuss gives voice to Teddy Roosevelt's words in this definitive 
chronicle of the first modern president. DVD Bonus Features include:  
Bonus: Teddy Roosevelt: Rushmore to Roughrider episode of Biography® from 
A&E.  2 DVD(s) / 200 + Minutes  
 
 
Rough Rider: A segment of American President, The: An Office and Its Powers: 
Expanding Power (14:55)  
Theodore Roosevelt was an aggressive president, so determined to acquire 
power that he bent the conventional standards of the office. Grade(s) : 9-12       
© 2000       PBS        
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Anarchists, Prosperity, 
Latin American 
Interventions 

U.S. and the World 1865-1917. United States History Origins to WWII v15.  
Slaughter of the buffalo and conquest of the American west. The Dawes Act and 
its impact on Native Americans from isolation to empire, the Spanish American 
War, the Filipino insurrection, America in the Caribbean and Panama Canal, 
Roosevelt Corollary to the Monroe Doctrine, Dollar diplomacy, intervention in 
Latin America.  VHS. Schlessinger Media, 1996.  1 videocassette (35 min.) 
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Safari Montage 
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World War I 
Neutrality 
US mobilization 
Warfare 
Trench and its implications 
Wilson’s 14 points  
League of Nations 
Treaty of Versailles 
Results of the 
conflict/lessons 
Victory not peace 

Century of warfare  World War I 1914-1918   
The history of the United States at war in the 20th century Part 1 History of the 
United States at war in the 20th century ; pt. 1.  World War I 1914-1918: The 
path of war -- Point of no return -- American Saviors -- Trench warfare -- 
Stalemate broken -- The tide turns -- The war to end all wars. DVD. Eugene, OR 
: Marathon Music & Video, 2000.  1 videodisc (120 min.)   
 
The Great War  Series United States Video Collection:; v. 16   
American neutrality and the road to war -- the doughboys -- the War Industries 
Board -- the great migration -- espionage and sedition acts. American neutrality 
could not keep the United States from the road to world war. Dramatic footage, 
photographs and interviews illuminate significant events during this time, such 
as the formation of the War Industries Board, the Great Migration, the Espionage 
and Sedition Acts, the American Expeditionary Force in Europe and President 
Wilson's Fourteen Points. The Strikes of 1919, the Red Scare and the Palmer 
Raids are also covered. VHS. Schlessinger Video Productions, 1996.  1 
videocassette (35 min.) : 
 
 
The Causes of World War One: The Great War   (23:13)  
Discusses the roots of the War and examines militarism, nationalism, and 
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imperialism. Recounts the Alliance system, Bismarckian Diplomacy, the July 
Crisis, and the Schlieffen Plan.Grade(s) : 9-12   © 1999       Classroom Media       
This video contains 9 segments   
  
  
World War I and Its Aftermath   (54:00)  
What were the events that led to this conflict, and how did the world change as a 
result? Four segments explain the political setting, strategies, and realities of 
"The War to End All Wars.” Rise of Nationalism — Traces the growth of 
nationalism in the early 1900s by focusing on oppression in Czarist Russia. 
World War I — Explores the causes of "The Great War" and what life was like 
for a solider fighting in the trenches. Death from Above: The Red Baron — 
Documents scientists' use of forensic evidence and detective work to determine 
who shot down the German flying ace. Communism and the Soviet Union — 
Explores the fall of czarist Russia toWard the end of WWI, and the birth of 
Communism. Archival images and modern-day research form a compelling 
account of how soldiers, citizens, and nations fared during the War and its 
aftermath. Produced by Discovery Channel School. Grade(s) : 9-12              © 
2004       Discovery Channel School       This video contains 4 segments   
 
World War I Clash of Empires.   
Preceded by a rush of naive optimism, World War I swiftly demonstrated the 
awlful might and unheroic nature of modern warfare, shattering European 
innocence and pulling America onto the world stage. This ABC News program 
anchored by Peter Jennings documents the course of the war that blighted a 
generation-- and the punitive peace that ensured future enmity. From prewar 
arms race between Germany and Britain to the Stalemate on the Western Front, 
Germany's last grab for vistory, America's knock-out blow, and the treaty of 
Versailles, the program offers an overview of a catastrophic chapter of 20th 
century history.  An ABC News program with Peter Jennings produced in 
1999.VHS format.: Films for the Humanities & Sciences c2000.  1 videocassette 
(37 min.)   
   
Understanding World War I  
Learn about the animosities and mounting tensions that led to the first truly 
global war. Understand how alliances were formed and see how quickly 
hostilities escalated. Examine the initial stance of the United States and its 
peace-loving president and discover what finally convinced America to join 
forces with the Euopean Allies. Woodrow Wilson's determination to form an 
international organization to mediate international disputes is discussed. 
consider how Germany's humiliation at the end of the Great War laid the 
foundation for another worldwide conflict.  Huntsville, TX : Educational Video 
Network, 2001.  1 videocassette (24 min.)   
 
   
The Great War: No man's land.  The century: Events that shaped the world   
Includes information on the Doughboys, Espionage and Sedition Acts, Wilson's 
Fourteen Points, the Strikes of 1919, the Red Scare, and the Palmer Raids. 
Films for the Humanities, 2002.  DVD (42 min)   
 
 
The Road to War   (27:15)  
The Road to war examines the factors and influences behind world war I, 
beginning with the assassination of Archduke Franz Ferdinand by Gavrilo 
Princip and the complex system of alliances among Germany, England, Serbia, 
and Russia. Through expert interviews and archival footage, the program 
focuses on the U.S. perspective on European nationalism, including Woodrow 
Wilson’s resistance to American involvement in the war and pleas for neutrality 
at home. After investigating the roles of the Lusitania and Zimmerman Telegram 
in Congress’s decision to declare war, a feature on the war Industries Board and 
new technology imparts the revolutionary changes the war had on African 
Americans and immigrants. Special emphasis on the Progressive Era and such 
political forces as anarchism and socialism considers a revisionist perspective 
on the social impact of the war on the homefront.Grade(s) : 9-12       © 2004       
Intelecom       This video contains 7 segments   
  
  
To End All Wars?   (27:15)  
To End all wars? chronicles the people, events, and movements surrounding 
U.S. involvement in world war I and the consequences of America's new position 
as a dominant world power. The program begins with a look at the Russian 
Revolution and Lenin's effects on the war, as well as the labor problem at home 
and the work deportations in Bisbee, Arizona. Archived footage presents 
General Pershing's final push on the Western Front before delving into the 
troubled Paris peace negotiations. Historians discuss Wilson's Fourteen Points 
and the Senate's refusal to approve the Treaty of Versailles or join the League of 
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Nations. Noting the political unrest in such nations as Poland, Czechoslovakia, 
and Austria after the war's end and the Red Scare and race riots occurring in the 
U.S., the program communicates the disillusionment and anger that remained 
after the end of the war to end all wars.Grade(s) : 6-8, 9-12       © 2004       
Intelecom       This video contains 8 segments   
 
 
Great Campaign  (1917-1918)   
This program documents growing American unease regarding isolation from the 
Great War in Europe. Angered at the sinking of the Lusitania, Americans 
continue shipping war materials to the beleaguered Allies. President Wilson 
stalls, but Theodore Roosevelt and entertainers such as Charlie Chaplin whip up 
American interest in fighting. In April, 1917, President Wilson signs a declaration 
of war against Germany. American troops arrive in France that June; they will 
train and wait for reinforcements, not seeing action until June, 1918. By war's 
end, some two million U.S. soldiers will participate. African American soldiers, 
segregated even in wartime, greatly distinguish themselves in battle. Women 
join the labor force; the assembly line concept is greatly expanded; new 
technology sends military aircraft, machine guns, ships, and tanks rolling off the 
lines. The excitement of "the Great War" sobers into grim reality, and molds the 
U.S. into a world power. Compelling media support for American History units on 
WWI, its impact on foreign and domestic policies, as well as social, economic 
and cultural changes, and contributions of significant individuals such as John J. 
Pershing and Woodrow Wilson.. © 1984 AIMS Multimedia This video contains 7 
segments. (25:12 min.) 
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Art 
Pre-Civil War Art (Catlin, 
Audubon) 

 
The Indian & His Homeland 1590-1876 
AMERICAN IMAGES, 1590-1876 Featuring the art of explorer-artists Catlin, 
Bodmer, Audubon, McKenny, de Bry and Moran, this program is filled with vivid 
images of a now-vanished world. It presents a remarkable 300-year survey of 
the impact of European civilization on the New World   in particular, the tragic 
effect on the lives and cultures of the American Indians. FAMOUS ARTISTS   
FLORA   FAUNA   NATIVE AMERICANS This program, complete with classical 
music accompaniment, presents a superb selection of the most beautiful prints 
ever made of native American peoples, landscapes, creatures and plants. 
Included are Audubon's birds and mammals, de Bry's engravings   the first to 
depict the Indians of the southeast   and Catesby's 18th-century color prints of 
American plants and animals. DVD EXTRAS: Many aspects of Native American 
cultures are preserved and interpreted at National Parks and surrounding tribal 
and federal parklands. The DVD Extras explore these themes. Run Time: 84.0 
minutes  
 

DVD 970.1 IND 

Western Art : Remington, 
Russell 

The Wild Riders  
"If they are human, they’re a separate species," said Charley Russell about 
cowboys. This episode shows us the West of Frederic Remington and Charley 
Russell, whose works transformed the working cowboy into the most enduring 
hero-figure in American folklore. Russell became a living representative of the 
West he portrayed, the poet laureate of the passing frontier. In their very 
different ways, he and Remington created a gallery of heroes that live on in the 
American imagination. (57 minutes)      
 

DVD 978 FRE 

Post Civil War Art : 
Whistler, Eakins, Bellow 

Whistler’s Mother  
“Controversial” is probably not the first word to come to mind when viewing 
Whistler’s Mother, and yet as a harbinger of modernity and even abstraction in 
art, it was. To fully tell the story of the painting Whistler called Arrangement in 
Gray and Black No. 1: Portrait of the Artist’s Mother, this program provides a 
broad view of the artist and his times. Topics include Whistler’s unconventional 
artistic vision; the influence of Charles Gleyre, Manet, Courbet, and Hokusai on 
his work; his bohemian lifestyle in France and England; his painting technique; 
and Whistler’s Mother’s entry into pop culture. A BBCW Production. (50 minutes) 
2004 
 
American Painters Series: Thomas Eakins: An American Realist   (12:10)  
This program chronicles the life and art of rugged individualist Thomas Eakins 
and considers his work in anatomy and photography. 
Grade(s) : 6-8, 9-12   © 1997       Double Diamond       This video contains 6 
segments      
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